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From: Florin C. SUCIU , Cybernetician 

      President, CEO 

      STAS, LLC Las Vegas NV 

 

Att: Board of Directors of Credit Suisse Bank 

     Mr. Ulrich Körner, CEO 

 

Dear Mr. Ulrich Körner, 

I just hope that my letter will rich you in time! 

This is the 3rd attempt to present our LOTUS Project, which definitely, can help Credit 

Suisse to get back on its feet, and move forward as The New Global Financial Institution, 

which deserves. Because we got no response from your office, both for the mail-delivered 

pack back on October 12, and the presentation to your BoD, before the Q3, by one of our 

agents. 

I'm so sorry for the situation Credit Suisse is in, but, I can assure you that our LOTUS 

Project, can bring a fresh vision and the latest fintech that Credit Suisse needs now, and 

for the next years. What we offer is UNIQUE and DESIRABLE now in the global financial 

markets, and we can make it to be Credit Suisse's proprietary. Then, Credit Suisse can sub-

license the "newly developed platform", to all the banks in the world, mostly for ones 

affected by the new global transactional situation. Credit Suisse, can become THE FIRST 

BANK WITH ITS OWN GLOBAL ELECTRONIC TRANSACTION PLATFORM, FOR THE FUTURE NO CASH SOCIETY! 

That will move, definitely the stock value up! 

We offer you the ONLY ONE PROPRIETARY electronic transactional platform "STAS NETWORK", 

with ZERO MARGINAL TRANSACTIONAL COSTS, and a potential 1Billion accounts with REAL TIME 

TRANSACTIONS administrate on 1 BIN! Our Platform is fully adaptable to the new ISO 20022, 

and all Basel regulations, and can offer THE FIRST REAL DIGITAL CURRENCY, both for Euro and 

Dollar, and the solutions for the European Union's drastic needs now, and for the MENA 

countries( platform's main target), and THE ZERO TRANSACTION COSTS for global money 

transfers, and for the HNWC that Credit Suisse is trying to keep it, and more get it from 

other banks. 

We were on the international finmarket back in 2005-2015, integrated with US banks, and in 

2015 we developed the first "Q" DIGITAL CURRENCY, as an index of the top 10 currencies, and 

Gold value in real-time. The time has come, for us to be present again on the international 

market, and for that, we need a first bank, which we hope to be Credit Suisse, that can 

help us develop our API to the latest financial market needs and future integration with 

the Global Credit Suisse network. 

In the LOTUS PROJECT presentation, we have TRANSYSALL IstasBUL Turkiye Project (for the NEW 

GLOBAL MARKET both commodities, and currencies), where our "Q DC" can become the solution 

for international commercial transactions needs( now with the war, recession, inflation, 

HNWC assets restrictions, and more. Also, we developed the REDUTA e-government solution for 

European Emerging countries( Romania, Bulgaria, Turkiye), and for the DREAMS and DESIRES of 

the ECB and EU to get rid of the VISA & MC costs (since they launched the Monnet project 

back in 2008, but not completed...). 



I'm fully convinced that if the management and marketing of the LOTUS project will be done 

right, by us and Credit Suisse, we can fulfill our project to get Credit Suisse's stock 

value back to 18,56 CHF for the 165 anniversary in 2023! 

 

Sir, I wish you and Credit Suisse, All the best, and hope to get my email. 

I'll be more than happy to present, in person, our LOTUS PROJECT and its strategy, which 

can help you fulfill your plans and vision for the Credit Suisse recovery. 

Note: The attachments show the capabilities of our "ebsg Mycropod", and the statements for 

the transactions back in 2010 (yes, we can transfer $0.1 in real-time, and our cards use 

work in all VISA & MC networks). 

I'm in Bucharest now and can come over to Zurich, immediately, at your request. 

Yours, 

Florin Suciu 

+40(766)996 010 - cell and WhatsApp 

 

 

-- 

Cybernetician 

Florin C. SUCIU 

President, CEO 

STAS, LLC 

Las Vegas NV USA 

www.stasusa.com 

+1(702)722 0070 

© 2014-2022 STAS, LLC All Rights Reserved. 

This e-mail, including any attachments, contain information that is a company and personal 

confidential belonging to STAS, LLC and Florin Suciu and is privileged and exempt from 
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